Mobility and function in elastin and collagen.
13C- and 2H-labelled amino acids have been incorporated into elastin and collagen and rotational correlation times of the labelled sites have been derived from an analysis of nuclear magnetic resonance relaxation parameters and line-shapes. The elastin experiments were designed to discriminate between the various models that have been proposed to account for the rubber-like elasticity of elastin. The correlation times of carbonyl carbons of the elastin backbone show that elastin chains are very flexible at the molecular level. In addition, the molecular dynamics and viscoelastic behaviour of elastin are well correlated over a wide range of temperatures and solvents. These results all support the rubber-like network model of elastin structure. The collagen experiments were designed to investigate the intermolecular interactions between molecules in collagen fibres. Correlation times of labelled sites in the collagen backbone and side-chains show that substantial flexibility, especially of the side-chains, takes place in reconstituted (non-cross-linked) collagen fibrils. Therefore, the interactions between side-chains that presumably direct and stabilize the fibrillar assembly take place in fluid domains. The molecular flexibility is not affected by the presence of cross-links but is absent when the collagen is mineralized.